Usability Lab
How to build a Usability Lab?

Requirements phase

To kick things off, it is best to describe the research or tests that are going to be performed in great detail. With this description
it becomes clear what kind of equipment will be needed, and which physical environment would best suit your testing or
research.
Your brief should answer questions such as:
▪ How many participants need to be recorded at the same time?
▪ How many people are present during testing, besides the participant(s)?
▪Do participants need to walk around in the lab? Do they need to be mobile?
▪ Are participants being invited to visit the lab? Is remote on-site research going to be performed? Or both?
▪ Where and in which room(s) should the lab be built? How big are the rooms?
▪ How many video streams need to be recorded simultaneously? Many usability labs use multiple video streams that are

recorded in sync, and there are labs that use one video stream that consists of a mixed picture in picture image.
▪Furthermore, how many rooms are available? A one-room usability lab can be used, but it is more common to build a two-

room usability lab (with a one-way mirror or remote screens). Most tests can be performed in a two-room usability lab.
▪Other room considerations such as power, lighting, air conditioning and acoustics?
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Choosing the right equipment and services

•

Below you can find lists of equipment you can think about when building a Usability lab. Of course, the exact combination of
tools used in your lab depends on your wishes and requirements.

▪ IP camera for 1-2-1 testing (Pan, Tilt and Zoom camera for hands and face).
▪ IP cameras for group testing (Pan, Tilt and Zoom cameras for 2- or more people).
▪ input for desktop Mac.
▪ input for desktop windows PC.
▪ input for a laptop (either Windows or Mac).
▪ wireless input for mobiles devices (this can be either Android or iOS).
▪ Integration of platforms such as MS teams, Zoom or Google hangouts to allow your organisation to carry out blended
research.

▪ feed for picture in picture (to display participant face or hands, along with current application).
▪ recording and streaming platform with tagging for easy search of key material.
▪ Integration of Empathy Lab technology to include, JAWS, NVDA, Dragon Naturally Speaking and Zoom Text.
▪ Local and/or cloud storage of data.
▪ Eye tracking system and a collaboration tool (such as Tobii Pro nano with Miro as a collaboration tool for your team).
▪Network connectivity (adequate network provision to allow for wired and wireless connection).

other items to consider for your lab
▪ Tables for putting the monitors on. These can range from simple straightforward tables to custom prepared PC or monitor

tables.
▪ Chairs, closets/cabinets for storage. A refrigerator in an adjacent room could provide necessary refreshments.
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Performing usability tests

There are many descriptions of how to perform a usability test. Of course, it differs per product. Usability labs seem to be
preferred over portable labs. But, when choosing participants (for example elderly people living in nursing homes), a portable
usability lab is preferred over a stationary usability lab.
One possible scenario of a usability test is described here, which is followed by many large companies.

software application testing
The lead researcher receives the product to be tested from the client (either internal or external), installs it on the test device
(assuming the product is software), and both the lead researcher and the team explore the software.
▪ On the test day, the participants are welcomed and asked to wait in the waiting room. Then the lead researcher welcomes

them in and explains the purpose and procedure of the test. The participant is asked to sign a consent form for the video
recordings in the context of the study and is asked to complete a pre-test questionnaire.
▪Lead researcher and team(s) observe the test through the one-way mirror, or remote monitors (mirroring the test devices

display) or on a large screen or projected image. In some cases, the lead researcher stays in the User room and asks questions
during the test.
▪ After all participants have completed the testing process, the lead researcher and team prepare the report. A debriefing can

be organized to discuss the test results. The lead researcher reviews the event logs, makes a video play list, and generates video
clips using the chosen editing software. If productivity aspects are important, a quantitative analysis on frequency and duration
of observed events is done, to compute usability metrics. The lead researcher and team produce the report (either in the form
of a Word document, PowerPoint presentation or HTML pages), embeds video clips, and presents it to the client (either internal
or external).
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We are a UK leading Usability Labs integration specialist with over 10 years’ experience. We use cutting-edge technology to
design, install and maintain dedicated Usability lab spaces.
Feel free to contact one of our team for references, client lists, or more detailed information about usability testing & usability
labs.
Phone: 0118 375 1693
E-mail: info@decibelms.co.uk
www.decibelms.co.uk
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